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Purpose 
This document is intended to instruct users on how to synchronize an XPressEntry system with a 

Paxton NET2 Access Control system.  XPressEntry has the capability of providing access 

control and emergency evacuation management from a handheld device.  

 

XPressEntry can be installed on the same machine as NET2, or another machine on the same 

network.  If XPressEntry is installed on a remote machine, it should have TCP access to the 

Paxton NET2 installed machine over port 8025 or the configured port.  This document does not 

provide instructions on the installation of XPressEntry.  For XPressEntry setup information, see 

the document, “XPressEntry Installation and Upgrade” found at 

https://telaeris.com/documentation. 

Paxton SDK 
It is assumed Paxton Net2 Access Control is installed on a server.  Additionally, the Paxton SDK 

needs to be installed in order for XPressEntry to sync.  Please contact your Paxton dealer to 

receive both the Paxton installation and the Paxton SDK.  The Paxton SDK should be installed 

on the machine that XPressEntry is installed on. 

Setting Up Paxton for XPressEntry Entry/Exit 
 

XPressEntry pulls all doors, readers, users, pictures, badges, and access permissions from Net2.  

In Net2, create a door for each handheld device in XPressEntry.  Give each reader an acceptable 

name to represent the in and out readers on the door.  Set the Reader Type to “Paxton Reader”. 

 

 
 

Each handheld can represent a reader that enters a door AND exits a door.  A Paxton door can 

have two readers associated with it.  When a handheld scans in Entry Mode, it scans as if it is 

Reader 1 on the Paxton door it is assigned.  When a handheld scans in Exit Mode, it scans as if it 

https://telaeris.com/documentation


is Reader 2 on the Paxton door it is assigned.  Once the doors are created, you can assign access 

from within the Net2 system as you would for any normal reader. 

Setting Up Paxton for Emergency Mustering 
 

XPressEntry does not need additional configuration on the Paxton side for Emergency 

Mustering.  XPressEntry will pull Paxton’s existing doors and readers in order to determine 

occupancy within Paxton. 

Enable XPressEntry Synchronization 
 

XPressEntry uses a module called “Data Manager” to synchronize all data with Paxton.  From 

the main page of XPressEntry, go to XPressEntry / Settings (CTRL+S or Tools>Settings) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 



Reader Profile Tab 
 

The Reader Profile Tab is where you configure the handhelds.   

 

 
 

The only important change to make on this tab is to make sure “Door Readers” and “Timezones” 

are checked under “Reader Validations”.  Select “Save” at the bottom right when finished.   

 

  



Data Manager 
 

From the Settings, select the Data Manager 

 

 
 

a. Type- This is the integration type.  Select PAXTON. 

b. Setup Data Manager- Sends you to the setup form for Paxton’s data manager. 

c. Save and Apply Settings- Saves all settings from the setup form, update frequencies, and 

activity Synchronization options. 

d. Update Frequency options- Sets and clears the intervals in which the data manager 

updates XPressEntry. 

e. Sync Now functions- Runs an immediate update. 

f. Send XPressEntry Activities Now- Used to send XPressEntry handheld activities to 

Paxton.   

 

Set the Update Frequency to as often as you want the system to fully update.  Note that only one 

update can run at a time and if this value is very low the system will constantly try to update (this 

is not always a problem). 

 

1. Full Sync Update- This sync will grab all relevant records from Paxton and update them 

in XPressEntry.  If there is a large number of users in Paxton, this sync option can take 

some time.   

 



2. Partial Sync Update- This sync will grab records from all tables but will only pull users 

that have been updated since the last data pull.  This is valuable when you do not want to 

wait for a long sync, but want to add new or updated users into the XPressEntry system.   

a. Do use this sync to quickly update any table in XPressEntry. 

b. Do use this sync to quickly pull user changes into XPressEntry from Paxton. 

c. Do NOT use this sync to delete a user from XPressEntry who was deleted in 

Paxton. 

3. Activity and Occupancy Sync Update-  

a. XPressEntry can pull Occupancy information from Paxton, based on card scans 

within the Paxton system.  If a user scans into the system, the user can be added to 

the system occupancy within XPressEntry.  If a user scans at an exit reader in 

Paxton, the user can be removed from the XPressEntry occupancy.  This is 

commonly used for Emergency Evacuation management. 

b. When pulling Occupancy, XPressEntry moves users to the zones they are entering 

when they scan at a reader.   

c. When pulling Activities, XPressEntry moves users to the zones they are entering 

when they scan at a reader AND XPressEntry keeps a log of the activity in its 

activity history. 

 

All of these options can be changed at any time.  Changing any option will immediately take 

effect. 

 

 



1. Trigger Data Manager Activities- Automatically send Entry and Exit scans from 

handhelds to Paxton. Check this for Entry/Exit 

2. Pull Data Manager Occupancy- Enables Occupancy pull. Check this or Activities into 

Zone for Mustering 

3. Pull Data Manager Activities into Zone- Enables Activity Pull. Check this or Data 

Manager Occupancy for Mustering 

4. Watch Tables via Software Events- Check if using Mustering 

5. Enable Message Queue- Check if using Mustering 

Paxton Setup Page 
 

Select Setup Data Manager from the Data Manager Page.   

 

 
 

1. Paxton Address- IP Address or Hostname of Paxton Server 

2. Paxton Port- TCPIP port of Paxton SDK 

3. User Name- Username of an Admin in Net2 

4. Password- Password for above username 



5. Doors to Monitor- This is specific to Mustering.  These are the doors that XPressEntry 

will collect scans from to determine occupancy. 

6. Muster Only- Check this if only using XPressEntry for Mustering 

7. Map Zones to Doors- Automatically creates an entry and exit zone for each door 

XPressEntry pulls 

8. Lookup Activities as Query- Pulls occupancy as database query rather than directly 

through SDK. 

 

Once these settings are set, run a Full Sync and set the Sync Timers. XPressEntry will begin 

pulling data from Paxton.  Depending on the configuration, XPressEntry will begin pulling 

occupancy and/or sending activities to Paxton as handhelds scan. 

Set Zones to Doors 
 

If Map Zones to Door is NOT set within the Paxton Data setup there is one more step to 

configuring the Paxton Data.  Each Door in XPressEntry that will be used for Entry/Exit or 

Mustering needs to have a start and end Zone.  By default, both of these fields will be blank if 

the aforementioned setting was not checked.  

 

 

Set both of these fields on each door a handheld will be assigned to.   


